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SCOP"c; 

The steps taken in the selection of a design for a 

specific wall area Lmd the execution of that design in fresco 

is the subject of this paper. A tabulation of some of the 

characteristics observed in the experimental plaster mix- 

tures is included -as is a listing of the pigments used in 

the fresco. beyond a brief tr9cirig of the origins of fresco, 

this paper does not include c7iscussion of historical works, 

nor does it consider mural recoation other than buon fresco. 1 

It was 1-elieve(4 tThat a valid invest1;7ation might be 

nrde Teans of a problem involving the actual design and 

execution of a mural in fresco. The results of this work are 

given in this paper. 

1Cf the several means by which mural (ecorations may 
be executed, the term "buon fresco" has traditionally been 
used in connection with painting on freshly prepared plaster 
with pigments ground in water. Cther methods include "fresco 
secco" in which the painting is executed on dry plaster 
with colors ground in water, with a ?mound-wash of lime efF-Aer 

to bind the colors to the wall; "tempera" in which the colors 
are bound to the surface by the use of such vehicles as egg 
yolk, various gums, or casein; oil Tainting, either painted 

l directly on the wall or on canvas which is later cemented to 
the wall; miscellaneous metbo(!s using as bindirw agents cer- 
tain silicntes, resins, or waxes. 



INTRODUCTION 

Origins of Fresco 

From the esrliest times atterTted to 11,odify 

or to rould his environment to his pleasure. In this he 
differs from the other F:nirrrals who seem, generally, to hf,ve 

reacl'ed their limits in this direction with the lining' of 

burrow with down, moss, or similar materials. 
T-' er 1-)p rf)re he had learned to erect permanent shelter 

for himself, m-n had begun his restless attack on his sur- 
roundings by scratching or psintini7 those marvelous pictures 
of sximals end symbols which made Iwellin7 of the animal 

lair. For wh-itever purpose the unknown -rtists crested these 

pictures (and we shall never know with certainty whether they 

were created for magic or for pleasure) he there began to 
make his surroundings serve needs other than rhysiccl. 

ith increaser knowlefil--Pe of the materi-ls of the world 

around him care grester strides in the alterr,tion of msn's 
surroundings. 7 avers of mud daubed on the face of rough 
stonework improved its weather resistance, but more impor- 

tsntly, the appearance of the rock was refined. 
The cirite or the discovery of lime for use in plaster 

is lost in the dusts of time. -ikeyise unknown is the teriod 

In which man learner) to color plater by arnea,ing its wet 

surface with riorents. It wns, apparently, a well developed 

craft and art as long ago as the late norm period in 

'reece. 
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ccording to Mayer, the finest exrr'ples of this e-rly 

.reek fresco -:,ere uncovered by excavations at i,snossos.1 These 

were painted with native earths -Yellow ochre, a red oxide, 

a red made by burning the yellow ochre, a mineral black 

apparently made from shale, and a blue 7,gyptinn frit. Greens 

were made by mixing the blue and yellow. 

At one period, most of the interior walls were plaster- 

ed ard frescoed -even those of common dwellings. Fxpert plas- 

terers and murr1 painters, the 7'inoans appe-r to have changed 

tne decorations from time to time -perhaps in tne spirit in 

which wr'llpper in r-uses is ch.r;rer' 

:laster was employed rot or:]y ,s ('ecor,tlon, but as a 

stucco or rrotective coatinc on soft building stone. For 

tnis, r-rnie dust -rd gar want used it tne mixture for under- 

coats or for coarse exteriors, but the finest decorative 

surfaces received only a coat of pure plaster. 

1.0 examples of "ellenic rreek frescoes are known to 

exist; but their rener'l character can be inferred from pot- 

tery are sculpture of the period. 'ow str',.nc.e it seems that 

no frescoes should survive from this period when an unbroken 

series stretches afterward from r]trurial thru 

7,,zaritiurr, the masters of the renaissance, to the works of 

the present. 

1 
'alrb 'yen, The Artist's Handbook, p.22 
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4neral requirements for a l'ural Design 

,o form an integral part of contemporary architecture 

(or, for that matter, the architecture of any period) a 

fresco should do the following: 

1. Contribute color harmonies which compliment 

and strengthen the architectural character of 

the space in which it is used. 

"e consistently "mural" in its composition and 

color, i.e. it must not destroy the character 

of the wall, nor should it appear as a decora- 

tive element added to the wall. 

3. Use subject matter which, like the color and 

composition, is fitting for the character and 

uses of the room. 

ether requirements for a mural design can be listed,1 

but these three are sufficient for a discussion of the problem 

of determining the suitability of fresco for modern interiors 

or to design a fresco for a specific wall. 

3".T.e technical requirements for a mural are similar to 
those for oil or temrera easel pictures, and in addition these: 

1. It must be absolutely permanent under the conditions 
to which it is exposed for the life of the building--these in- 
clude the necessary cleaning or washing which is periodically 
given to walls. 

2. It should present a dead flat (matt) finish so that 
it may be viewed from all angles without undue glare or reflec- 
tions as one gets from an oil or varnish surface. 

3. The design of the picture must be laid out with the 
understanding that the qpectator is ambulatory rather than sta- 
tioned at an arbitrary fixed point, as in the viewing of easel 
paintings. 

4. The painting must have a mural quality --a very defi- 
nite somewhat intangible character which includes certain 
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C'f these, the first two are largely selfeexplanitory. 

The thi-d requirement merits discussion. 

The choice of subject matter for a modern fresco is, 

1.)e'rhars, a more difficult problem for the painter than that 

which confronted his earlier counterpart. Symbolism, which 

until now has plve(1 a leading role, is of limited help--ex- 

cept for those murals designed for use in buildings of induee. 

trial, governmental, or religious character. Gone, toopfrom 

the contemporary scene are the compositions based on allusions 

to classic mythology which formed the backbone of rural art in 

pest times. (The myths of certain politico-economic ideologies 

are the bests for some work, but these are of minor importance 

in the overall picture. 

Contemporary systems of religion have no need for the 

watchful guardian painted on a wall, have no hosts of spirits 

to be placated or celebrated. Z'hese religions promise to sup- 

ply all needs in a future world and thus make it unnecessary 

for the printer to provide the images which will accompany the 

degree of Appropriateness to the architecture and function of 
the room; if it is to he painted in a completed building, it 
must be planned to fit into the architectural design rather 
than give the impression of being a surface ornament. 

Proceeding along these lines, our definition runs into 
aesthetics, which is beyond the scope of our present account. 
The means of Rccompliehment are as many as there are schools 
of artistic thought. A familiar admonition is to maintain the 
two-dimensional or plane surface feeling of the work as a 
whole: subjects, whether ictoral or decorative, may be pre- 
sented in full perspective or recession but not so as to create 
"holes" in the wall 

Ralph Weyer, The Artist's "nndbook, p. ca. 
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dead to the next world. All this has taken from the mural 

painter a fruitful source of material which was ready-made 

for the painter of ancient times. 

The scenes of everyday life, recorded on freshly plas- 

tered walls by the painters of Etruria, or !vycenae, or Pompeii, 

were pictorial reporting as well as decoration. Today, this 

reporting is done in smothering profusion by the ever-present 

eye of the camera. 

However, it shoEld not be imagined that the devices of 

symbolism, of realism, of mirroring everyday life--or even of 

allegory--are completely unavailable to the modern mural paint- 

er. It is rather that the ceaseless changes in human activi- 

ties with their attendant effect on taste and fashion (0 tem- 

pored 0 mores!) have made these devices less useful. Symbol- 

ism is not dead. 

What then are the avenues open to the mural painter of 

today? Is the field so proscribed that there is little room 

for the skillful exercise of his talents? If so many poten- 
1 

tials are either unsuitable or passe, what then remains? 

Since the dawn of man's graphic efforts, painters have 

made use of abstraction (and its sister--conventionalization) 

at the same time that they were strenuously holding a mirror 

to the face of nature. Islamic art, for example, is based 

entirely on such a conception. The laws of the religion for- 

bid the realistic representation of any living thing. The 

beautiful and intricate patterns in buildings in Spain erected 

during the Voorish occupation are brilliant examples of this 

influence. 
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The emergence of the several schools of French painting 

since the turn of the century has brought about the use snd 

study of the abstract and non-oh,jective painting for its own 

sake. These studies, larr'ely in the form of easel 1.sirtings, 

have hrd such a profound influence th t many of the principles 

of composition developed in them are now counted r!long the tools 

Which a mural painter 1:ses in the pursuit of his profession. 

SOLUTION OF A SELECTED PROBLEM IN FRESCO 

The Site 

The wall chosen for study was a trapezoidal area having 

a base of 51-10" and sides of 5'-6" and 6'-0" above the 

fireplacein the living room of a residence in 7:anhattan, Kansas. 

As shown by the plan (Tlate I) the room is a pentagonal 

Shaped areas with windows entirely across the two northern 

sides. Stone walls of random, coursed, ledge limestone flank 

the fresco wall. t, sloping. ceiling of warm toned wood (Philip- 

pine mahogany) cuts across the top of the fresco; the lower 

ed5re Is bounded the steel angle of the fireplr:ei. opening. 

P. rich Freent rough- textured carpet Talc! a corrugated wall 

painted a green similar to that of the carpet, but deepened 

and slightly creyed, complete the roox, enclosure. 

From the northern windows, a splendid distant view of 

the Blue River valley may be se Er 1.;eyond the well-clipped 

shoulder of the hills formiru of' nolf course. To the 

south, a wall of glass stands between the Trotected indoor 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE I 

Flan of Living Room Showing locrtion of Fireplace. 
rural is painted on the wall above the fireplace. 
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planting of subtropical folip.re (oleander, i7,,rdenia, nzeica, 

ricinus communis, philodendron pertussin, avocado) end the 

grass and trees outside. 

light from the north windows floods the well with a 

somewhat bluish light while the direct sunliFht from the 

south (in winter) is predominately warm as it falls on the 

floor in front of the fireplace. Because of the angle of the 

fireplace walls, no southern light reaches the fresco directly. 

The completed fresco is shown in the frontispiece. 

Development of the Design 

Preliminary consideration of suitable subject matter 

for this fresco revealed the following: 

1. raturalistic material, in addition to being of 

questionable "mural'' character, would be unable to 

compete with the genuine article so strongly present 

4r1 Notll the Interior pinntirg and the view thru the 

north windows. 

;:o strong indications for significr,nt symbols. 

3. ho marked preferences of the owner as to motifs 

to be usee:. 

th the field of operations thus relatively wide open, 

studies were begin at small sc,le to produce thematic material 

from which the final desivr could be made. Preliminary sketches 

are shown it Ut illustrations which follow. The origiunln 

were at n scale of 14" s l'-0" and were executed 171 colored 

pencil or in watercolor. 
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qg. 1 

Ohe study shown in :ig. 1 is rk composition of over- 

lipping trianFulnr =re's in shades of green, brown, n.nd yellow 

with Accents of blues nnl reel. Although this composition is 

not without interest nne Achieves a fairly satisfactory 

unity by the superimposition of t "e Arens ane colors, in the 

final selection it was discarcled becn1:se tN) composition hAl 

a strong tendency to stray outside the rrnme -,kppearing to 

be a fragment of a larger all-over lesiwn. 

An Fig. 2, a line composition of circular and diagonal 

shapes suggective of animal ,i)(1 vegetable forms, the colors 

of the original are ocher, red-brown, blue-green, yellow- 

green, with accents of meet= rel. The background area 

(largest in the composition) wns white. This study was 
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-1's 

4 

n 

rip'. 

elimirotee becrwse it wnE felt that t17e "scale" of the compo- 

sition was too small ane that it, too, had a sense of being 

a fragment of a continuing composition. This latter defect 

was in large part a result of the very strong ane swift 

movement to the left coupled with R cornter movement to the 

right which, instead of cancelling, seemed to add.' 

It was also felt that the colors, with the large white 

area, were not AS well matchee ns they might be with the rest 

of the room. 

1 The effect is somewhat similar to that observed from n 

moving train wineiow, in Which the apparent forward motion of 
o%iects on the horizon increases the sei.minct: rearward speed 
of nearer objects, thus heightening the sense of speed expo- 
rierce0 by the observer. 
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Fig. 3 

tron 1e, 're verticnlo in the composition of 

3 echoed tle elemerts of tle room structure ane at the 

same time minimised the effect of the slightly sloping upper 

edge of the fresco. Unfortunntely, this study was completely 

out of scile, its forma being, those better suited to an 

illuminated menuscript or n bookplate. 

The "secuence or actirm" motifs in rig. 4, depicting 

the steps in rettirr fuel for the fireplace directly below 

the fresco had the virtue of being immediately ',me peculiarly 

reinter' to the w-11 -nM the room in whi& the pnintirf, was 

to be placed. 7owever, it was felt that this story, retold 

e ='ch the a vie-eer enter.-1 V,1 room, rliollt not "wear" well 

under the forces of everyry residential living. In a 
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commercial atmosphere, such as the reception room of a lumber 

company, a meeting room of a hotel or P restaurant, or any 

place where the occupants would not be so intimately in con- 

trct with the composition, this study might have possibilities 

and be worth ftrther development. 

Fir. ' rig. 5 

Pingon21 rovenents, with angular intersections migiTst- 

ing human heads, und n patchwork of bright, clear colors mark 

the study shown in Fig. 5. Somewat related to rig. 1 in com- 

position and having the save weakness of being not confined 

defirltaly within the space, it still offered possibilities. 

The pllcement of the areas of color and their angular config- 

uration could he varied to -1,'! in 1,nifyIng the composition. 

The fact that it wPs possi)lle to read this 44.esi9r as an in- 

teT.loclring series of blanketed Indians was considered to be 
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neither R detriment nor an asset. The colors of the sketch are 

spotty, but tl'iS Wn2 felt to he not heyor the Tos:71bility of 

find resolution. This sketch was later stuciieli scUe 

before discardinE- it in favor of the finEl solutit;n. 

Fig. 6 Fig. 7 

Figure 6 anti the incomplete Fig. 7 are based on 

circular motifs and thus in no way parallel or echo the 

structural elements of the room. This divergence is not, In 

itself, a fault. Yam, times such a Ce'tratIt is a means of 

arriving at a powerful effects but in these two studies it 

produces only a loose and sloppy result. This may be in part 

due to the choice of subject matter. 
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Fig. 8 

TnterreinteA verticals And horizontals form the beris of 

the comrsitinr. in 7.1t7. P, which has much to be commended. 

This ron-continuour line is characteristic of the random, 

courree of the malls so that there la a good unity 

with the prens or either side. UnThrturptely, the composition 

was not at rest within the space rr'4 exhibited the same weak- 

ness noted in Fig. 1 of appearing to be a frament of a larger 

and continuirr composition. This, to7ether with R " nervousness" 

in other parts of the desirn, led to its elimination although 

certain features of the horizontals -71.4 verticals were 

incorporated in the final design. 

7n the atnAy 'hown in rig. q, the v.-Ptemrt to rerEhme the 

"nervousness" of the -neceeAing lesipn by making smaller the 

tntnl rumber of compositional s]ements had the opposite effect. 
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Fig. 

The acnle has now become that of drnuery or other cloth 

patterns And the shape of the light areas (ocher colored in 

the Sketch) has an explosive quality far different from thHt 

Which WES sought. 

'n attempt W'.3 male in Fig. 1' to nchieve n more quiet 

composition by reducing the lesion to n single figure in a 

relAxed rose nirninst A uniformly textured bAckqround. ny 

contrast with some of the rrevious studies, this <lesion 

achieves r unity nn(1 crqm which are quite desire-lble in n 

living room. .:ts relntivel.v atntic lunlities are the result 

of the eliminr)tion of complexities of compositior. The eye 

grasps the main lines nuic%ly end follows them easily. Such 

n composition len' itself to further refinement and study 
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because the azill number of comronent prts reduces the 

interaction of each element. \i A result, s chp.n7e in one 

area cnn be studied nlmost iru 

This study was eliminrted from conaideretion, however, 

because of the motif (which would probably become tiresome); 

and because of the heAviness of the color in the background. 

Tpterlactrg circles and diPAmrls form the ');Asis of 

the design shown it 771q. 11, whicv) keeps its movrmerts well 

within the limits or the Inace. The colors echo strongly the 

rug and the corrugf:tf-4 well, but tke scale is that of a 

textile prirt or embrolftry. 



Fig. 11 

The rectilinear composition in 12 had a call unity 

which wlr n relief after the frenziei designs which preceeded 

it. The cclors of ocher, warm .7ray0 green, burnt sienna, ce- 

rulean blue, rInd vermillion, were well keyorl to the room. 
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However, where many of the previous studies had ninny robile 

elements which rendered them unsuitable, this sketch w,c. 

too stiff and unexciting. 

Fi'[-ure 1:i is n study bnrr(' on the eenerA rirranFement 

of "ere, in the sn114 colors, is s livelier composi- 

tion which is lrrgely n Lr.ttern of 114fit dr.rk erevr hav- 

ing eh'pes which miry be n3eocinte0 with nnturni forms. This 

irdirect echo of plant forms helps to tie the wall to its 

surroundinc7s without mimicing them. The flowinr brvsh Ftr.okes 

of the sketch were not sufficiently in keepinc, with the 

"murn)" ehotracter Mesired, so further study in a more Phstrct 

vein wfis made. 
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In Fig. 14, the final small sketch for the fresco, 

the rectilinear composition of Fig. 17 has been combined 

with the natural derivations of Pig. 13 and executed with 

a formalized pattern of brush strokes. The colors, which 

run from light ochre and red-browns at the top and sides 

to blue-black and blue at the bottom, were chosen to be in 

concord with the colors of the room and to recognize the 

very real fact that the area of the fireplace opening is 

essentially a black one and that any small amounts of smoke 

escaping from the fireplace would effect the grey and blue 

and black portion at the bottom of the composition less 

than if it were painted in lighter values. 

This design successfully combines the qualities pre- 

viously lintel as essential to the proper integration of the 

painting with the architecture. Its colors echo and compliment 



those of the structure and furnishings of the room; the 

interacting areas of color, although suggesting planes of 

varyirp 'erth in erne., remain flat and well within the 

character of the wall surface; by abstr.,ction the subject 

matter is such that it mnkes no jarring note with the room, 

as the shapes and colors -re sua'ective of the natural 

forms so abundant both inside and outside the house. 

From the color sketch in Fig. 14, the study proceeded 

to full size studies in color, executed on paper fastened 

directly over the fwace on which the fresco was to appear. 

rig. 15 

"le'r?P Atu 9 r s, rr.7.t. of one or which is shown in Fig. 15, 

permitted more detailed study of each part of the composition. 

Lxperiments with brushwork and refinements of color relation- 

ships were undertaken which would have been difficult to accom- 

plish at the sn-ller 
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It will be noticed that in the final :,,tudies. at full 

size tht the foliate -like green areas have been broken up 

into a network of diagonal brushstrokes of varying and broken 

color. The formrdized vertic-1 rassaf,vs in the br,ckFround of 

the oriinal sketch hive been ret-,inc, )ut modified to an 

overlapping composition of diagonals which strerwthers the 

brush work of the greer areas ind it the same time echoes a 

0127orrl nattern in the transoms of the windows which fce 

the mural. In the fresco as finally executed, these dio.onal 

areas in the background strongly suggest the ply of sunlight 

coring thru the win(lows at either side of the living room. 

in stiNstini-:f the Tl-y of sunlight by the arrangement 

of diagonal areas of color the essential plane quality of the 

wall is preserved, in that the painting in itself makes no 

attempt to portray linear perspective. Rather, the more 

subtle effects of aerial persective are used. The series 

of overlarping and intersectinp areas, whose colors range 

from light, clear yellow to a smoky IThlue-grey or blue-violet, 

permit the spectator to make his own assignTrent of position 

in space to each of the color areas. This assignment is, of 

course, nuided by the values of the composition, but it is 

also influenced and colored by the range of each viewer's 

experiences. Thus, the mural becomes a somewhat personal 

interpretation to each person who enters the room. 



"aterials of Fresco 

Lime. Basically, fresco is extremely simple. haste'', 

a wet mixture of calcium hydroxide and sand or other r-re- 

grte is spread evenly over tne surface of a wall for ceilinr0. 

As water evaporates from the mess it is replaced by carbon 

dioxide from the air. This combines with the lime chemic,illv 

to form calcium carbonate--the same compound as marble, lime- 

stone, and chalk. Pigments painted on the surface of this 

mass nre absorbed in the outer layer of calcilm hydroxide ,nd 

as it becomes calcium carbonate the pigment particles are firmr 

ly and permanently in the hardening plaster of the wall. 

Alt, as is so frequently the case, this simple process 

has become surrounded with a great body of mystic rules, pro- 

hibitions rind directions. driters or the subject, from i liny 

to Mayer, have detailed the steps minutely. i,any of these 

accounts are but recipe recitations of men whose technic,1 

training did not permit them to make an accurate sifting of 

the "facts" about which they wrote. t.s a result of this, a 

current impression among present day ,rtists is that painting 

on wet plaster is a mysterious and difficult art, tolerable 

in a day when life was less hurried and lengthy proceedures 

the rule, but ill suited to the methods of today. 

Ath such a background of mysticism, (not lessened by 

the knowledge that some of the world's masterpieces were ex- 

ecuted in this medium) writers on the subject, and artists 

working in fresco, have tended to repeat the methods of the 

=nd to ignore possible charwes which might come from 
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imcroved sources of materials or from improved conditions 

in the structures in which the fresco is to be placed. 

illustrative of this are the statements made by 

_rofessor :;ax Doerner, of the Munich Academy of Fine Arts, 

in his suthorative work T:aterinls of the Artist"). In this 

he describes the qualities renuired for the materials of 

fresco in A c-refUlly detailed fashion, but from the stand- 

point of materials as known and available in Tlavaria in 1"3:i! 

Professor noerner writes, "The best lime is that which 

has 1,ear tiiirred over wood fires, because, if coal has been 

used the lime is likely to absorb sulphuric acid and p-tially 

turn to gypsum. "3 This statement, undoutedly valid in i.urope, 

has less meaning here where natural as is an almost universal 

industrial fuel. 

In this same work is found, 

The slaked lime which thru addition of wnter has 
become fairly liquid is allowed to run into a pit. Im- 
purities there settle to the bottom. This process of 
purification should not be shortened experienced 
fresco painters have always insisted that lime should 

l "Ax noerner, Materials of the Artist, 'rarcourt, 
and Co., 1P14, p. 432 

` In the translator's preface to the T:1-Iglish translation 
of the fifth edition, 7Aigen reuhaus gives a clue to the common 
habit of clinging to and working from the old ways when he 
writes, " As a final preparation toward the translation 
of this uniquely useful and authorative book, I accepted an 
invitation from Frofessor Doerner to visit him at his country 
residence at "iessling in upper The delightful days 
cent in the primitive environment of A small and picturesque 
villsge..." The Italics are this ruthor's 

3 Ibid., r. PCP, 
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ripen in the pit; at least two ye,rs is a rAnimum.1 

American industrial processes manufacture lime which 

is uniformly pure and this renders the pit unnecessary for 

such purposes. Pevelopments it the methods of producing 

lime ric,ke it Possible row to Trev pro =end store only enough 

plaster for a r'ay's work. 

Lie for plater is mzide by heating limestone (or 

marble) stron.71y. This "burnir4:" decomposes the calcium 

carbonate (CaCC3), liberating carbon dioxide ((,:), 

and leaving calcium oxide or quicklime (CaC). his caustic 

solid, when combined with water forms calcium hydroxide (Cr 

(C'--) and is accompanied by the liberation of much heat. 

hen approximately twice the amount of water theoret- 

ically necessary to hydrate the calcium oxide completely is 

added, the result is a stiff, white, plastic mass. This is 

known PS "lime rutty". The processes now employed by Ameri- 

can manufacturers produce a fine powder which, unlike the old 

lump quicklime mentioned by writers on the subject, will pro- 

duce a highly plastic and workable putty with only overnight 

soaking. 

1-:anufacturers also prepare a cuicklime which is ready 

for use immediately upon mixing with water and cooling. 7ow- 

ever, their literature implies that this lime should be used 

only when insufficient time (overnight) is not available to 

prepare the regular variety. 

l!'ax noerrer, '-nterials of the Artist, p. 
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Thus it would seem that this ILiterial need not be considered 

for fresco, regrdless of its properties. The time required 

in the rreparatfon of the desiTm for the fresco would make 

such speed completely unnecess,ry. 

As it is probable that the pla:7tic qualities of the 

lire patty ray improve with a certain amount of aing, be- 

cause of more uniform dispersion of water in the mss and, 

perhars, because of improved colloidal properties, it would 

seem that preparation of lime putty in quantity sufficient 

for the job might well be made at the time design sketches 

are started. This represents a considerable reduction in 

the two-year minimum aging suggested in the literature. 

:o(lern manufacturers also produce ready-slaked lime 

by combining it with the exact amount of water (usually in 

the form of steam) to produce complete hydration. This dry, 

fluffy powder, sold under the designation "Hydrated Lime", is 

unsuitable for fresco plaster because it has no plastic qual- 

ities and will not set tightly to the wall. 

In the literature, much attention is given to the pre- 

pnration of the lime (often in a tone which suggests that the 

artist should burn his own). The suitability of pigments for 

use with plaster is also well discussed. Descriptions are 

common of the action of the lime in recombining with carbon 

dioxide, from the air, to form calcium c.rbonate crystals with 

the consequent binding of the pigment to the wall in a perma- 

nent and insoluble way. !!ut no references were found which 

bear upon the proportion of calcium carbonate crystals in the 
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total mass actually necessary to bind the pigment to the wall. 

That this minimum proportion is of some importance is 

hinted at in the unanimous reference to the bad effects caused 

by gypsum (calcium sulphate) in the plaster. Doernerl sugrests 

that up to 5 percent gypsum is not harmful -- indicating that 

perhaps all of the lime carbonate crystals are not needed to 

bind the color into the plaster. 

An investigation of the minimum requirements of calcium 

carbonate crystals needed is beyond the scope of this paper, 

but if undertaken, could prove of considerable use to painters. 

Should subsequent investigation show that only a portion of the 

calcium carbonate crystals are needed to fix the color, then 

fresco painting can be brought more closely in line with present- 

day plastering practice which employs approximately 25 percent 

gauging plaster, made of gypsum, along with the lime putty to 

produce a satisfactory, hard surfaced plaster. 

The lime rutty used in the test panels was prepared from 

"Veri-fat" hydrated finishing lime produced by the Certainteed 

Corporation. 

Sardi Other Aggregate. Aggregates are granular min- 

eral products added to the plaster for the purpose of reduc- 

ing the shrinkage in the lime putty which occurs with the 

evaporation of water from the plaster. In ancient times ag- 

gregates were chiefly silicous sands, limestone dust, and 

marble dust. Modern techniques include these plus light 

wel#ht aggregates marle by heating certain shales and volcanic 

iYaw Doerner, "aterials of the Artist, p. 268. 
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rocks to expand their bulk end then grinding them to suitable 

fireress. 

P " rr 1:vvr7 in the sample panels wns from the 

sourccs; 

1. brownish, shfirp P:rained, moderately fine sand ob- 

tained by c, local producer iron Ociosits in the Yanshs River 

and/or :clue diver. This sand was zirted thru a 16 mesh screen 

before use. 

2. clear, white, round grained sand having extremely 

uniform particle size, known as "Ottawa Sand". 

3. -!round limestore, which Was sifted thru a le mesh 

screen, was obtained from n loc-1 Aone plant. This plant 

orks lirrestrmes f'rom locCl le-17eo and also from °nags, and 

Alverdnle, maths, and from 'lei ford, Indiana. Thus the 

round limestone used may Iln.ve contained material from any 

or all of these sources. The chips were angular, generally 

hnvini; been produced by the chipping operations lerformed in 

dressing building stones to the proper size. The slight tlif- 

ferences in color of the limestones- was not thought to have 

any mensurnble effect on the plaster mixtures in which they 

were used. 

4. :crlite, nr to of white, sIhericl granules, 

is produced from n glnsny ninernl of volc=anic origin. 2y 

hentinr, to lF^r° -on se miner-:1 is trer?ndusly expanded 

to produce hollow t-ranules ..117roxim,tely seven pounds 

per cubic foot. 

The perlite used in the test p:mels was produced by 

:anncoilte :erlite Inc., :anses City, rinses. 
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iments. ;igments for fresco painting must be unaffect- 

ed the action of the lime. ,Thus the palette hFs a much more 

limited range than that which my be employed in the other 

media. In general, only the natural pi7nentr (earth colors) 

can be counted on to resist the strongly caustic notion of 

the wet plaster, althouph a limited number of metallic com- 

pounds have proved to he entirely safe. The palette employ- 

ed in these studies is Ps follows: 

Tiolt Pe Oxirle 
Cadmium Y.ed, Light 

Cadmium Yellow, 1,ight 
Yellow Ocher 
Raw Sienna 
Burnt Siennr, 
Burnt Umber 
Cobalt Oxide 
Viridian 
Lamp Illack 
rthalocyanine Green 

[erre Verte 

(Red iron oxide) 
(Cadmium selenide co-precip- 
itated with barium) 
(Cadmium sulfide) 
(Yellow oxide of iron) 
(Natural yellow earth) 
(Calcined yellow earth) 
(Calcined brown earth) 
(Cobalt-aluminum oxide) 
(Chromium oxide, transparent) 
(Amorphous carbon) 
(Chlorinated copier pthelo- 
cyanine) 
(7.atural green earth) 

the pigments used Inre those Trnufacture,1 by Perm ,nent 

:Agments, Inc. or by ,indsor end "ewton, Tube colors 

mar"e for watercolor wee used as this form . s re .= - 

ily ohtainle, convenient, and easily mixed. '21-le vehicle in 

which these pigments were ground-distilled water, nlycerin, 

dextrin, and vegetable gum--will produce no deleterious effects 

in conjunction with the lime. 

PREPARATION OF TEST PANEL'-7: 

A series of panels ilux4F" Was prepared using varyink:7 

proportions of lime, gau.7ing plaster, sand and ground lime- 
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stone in order to investiate the pointing qualities or "feel", 

the paint retention behavior, and (within the limits of the 

time available) the durability of each. 

The bale of each panel was a slob of gypsum plaster 3/8 

inch thick, enclosed in a grey paper covering. Ynown in the 

building trade as "Rock Lath", these slabs bre meant to he 

nz.ileC to the framework of the building and to serve F:s a 

base f( r pla,stcr in plsce of wood or metal lath. The paper 

covert! , serves Lo reinforce the gypsum plaster and to pro- 

vide a. unirorm "suction" which keys the plaster tightly to 

the wall. 

Over this base the various plaster mixtures were spread 

with a flat steel trowel to a thickness of approximately 3/8 

inch. '.:hen the surface of the plaster had set sufficiently 

so that it would just retain the imprint of F. sharp instrument 

the design wc..s traced upon it by placing a paper cartoon of 

the design over the face of the plaster and tracirg thru it 

with a non-met llic stylus. The der,ressed line thus formed 

it th surface of the T,leter eerve( at an adequate guide for 

th KirT Ac.,t-!on or the colors of the design. 

T'one of the panels presented a surface upon which it 

was impossible to print. Those mixtures containing only hy- 

drated lime and gauging plaster tended to be more absorptive, 

brushwork more difficult as the changes in the ovount 

of moisture in the brush ao it roved across the surface \!:1 

clearly evident in the finished color. These mixtl:res nlso 

hack poor binding of the colors to the surfoce. 
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The final fresco was painted on a plaster mixture like 

that of panel No. 11. The slightly rough surface of this 

panel had a paintability similar to that of fine watercolor 

paper. It was absorptive, but not blotter-thirsty; the color 

spread evenly and with great luminosity; deep toned portions 

of the painting remained clear. 

Panel Yo. 10 displayed all of these desirable qualities 

to almost the same degree as ro. 119 with the exception that 

the brownish grains of sand made the plaster slightly less 

brilliantly white. 

Table I gives the proportions of each ingredient used, 

together with some significant qualities of each. 

METHOD OF PAINTING A FRESCO 

The nature of true fresco painting demands that the 

painting be carried out in the plaster while it is still wet. 

With the drying of the plaster comes the chemical change which 

produces the calcium carbonate crystals necessary to bind the 

colors to the wall. Thus the work of painting may progress 

only so long as snfficient moisture is in the plaster. When 

the plaster has dried to the point at which the color "pulls" 

the painting must stop and any plaster not yet painted must 

be scraped from the wall. 

This *pulling" is felt because dry plaster is more porous 

than wet plaster, so that such a surface appears to the painter 

to be "pulling" the paint from the brush. The length of time 

from the placement of the planter on the wall to the moment 
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when it has "set" to a state where it c,in no lonwer he printed 

will very with the thickres$' of the plFter conts, the wP,ter 

bearing capacity of the finish plaster coat, and the tempera- 

ture are' humidity of the air. Only as much plaster is spread 

on the wnll is it is possible to paint before it becomes too 

dry. .any Flaster remining unpainted is cut away from the wall. 

The succeeding areas are csrefUlly joined to the work just fin- 

ished. 

Thus the design mu:_t riot only be prepared to fit the wall 

are but it should permit division into daily work sec- 

tions. Insofbr as possible, these divisions should occur 

along the boundary between the liht kr dark areas of the de- 

sign for in this way they become less noticable. 

'Work was begun in the upper left hand corner of the de- 

sign. An area approximately 24 inches wide W93 plastered 

across the top of the panel and smoothed to a plane surface 

with a minimum of troweling. The experimental panels showed 

that a more responsive painting surface with a long painting 

time was produced by the least amount of troweling consistent 

with securing a plane surface. 

A full size tracing of the final design wcs made on 

heavy, transp;Irent paper and stapled to a wood strip across 

the top of the panel. When the plaster was sufficiently set, 

the tracing wns unrolled and dropve over the face of the 

plAster. A moderately sharp pencil of a color other than 

that of the tracing (so that it could readily be seen when 

all parts of the design were trn.ced) was used to incise the 
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outline of the design in the surface of the wet plaster by 

pressimr thru the thiemens of the paper. The tracing per 
wen then rolled up, secured to the ceilir- with pressure-sen- 

sitive cellulose tape, end pninting begun. 

The standard method of rrocee,lure beins the 7'.1-.Fterini;. 

in the urger left -hand corner of the area, procee" ins comIlete- 

ly across the to' before movinc! downward. This sequence rr,Aces 

plastering and painting operations somewhat easier and 

natce the dfwwers of dripping on or spattering freshly Triinted 

wor wnile performinF vuhrw:uert oT.er'Aions. 

y the c)cer.cise of -rest crel work with which the artist 

is dissntisfied ml-.y be removed r nrj reply stared and repainted. 

1( abows such r,J1 r,ren removed from the center of the 

Fig. 16 
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design before replartering. Dissatisfaction with the brush- 

work in this area, as compared to the rest of the paintinF71 

caused its removal and repainting. 

lie surface from which the plaster was cut was thoroly 

wet before beginning the final application of plaster. Cr're 

we S trI.Kfl; to prevent excess water from running down the sur- 

face Wric}1 h!,d already been painted. This was done so that 

particles of lime, rot yet carbonated, would not be carried 

over the face of the colors below to become deposited and to 

form a white film of calcium carbonate. 

rresco painting differs from other painting techniques 

in several respects. the vreat luminosity of the plaster 

surface encourages the apTlic tion of the pigments in thin 

layers--a practice which the literature describes as improv- 

ing the binding of the colors in the calcium carbonate film. 

In this respect the techrir!ue is on common ground with water- 

color painting. The surface of the damp plaster is greatly 

differert, however, from watercolor paper. it is .:,ore absorp- 

tive, with each brush stroke sinking into the surface. This 

makes washes, in the watercolor sense, next to impossible. 

The absorption has sharply defined limits. Altho paint- 

ing must be done with a fully charged brush, care must be 

taken to avoid presenting too large an amount of w,,ter to 

the surface of the plaster. If this occurs, the absorption 

point of the plaster is quickly reached; it refuses more wa- 

ter; and a rivulet of color courses down the face of the plas- 

ter. This irrediately sinks in and becomes quite difficult 
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to remove or to :lter ir: subsequent painting. 

The 11-:bits of rLiJrApulrAing the pigment as used in oil 

painting are of little use in fresco, as is al:c the use of the 

graded wqtercolor wash. The absorition of the surface nnd the 

clarity of the brush stroke mikes both of these techniues un- 

suitable. T'neerpnintinF7, broe.dly nnd flAly done, is highly 

useful, and the optical effects of broken color mny 5e e7Tloy- 

ee et every stare of painting. 

7he bror=d horizontal arena of deep vreen in the completed 

fresco (-1Y. 17) employed both underpninting an0 broken color 

to nesist in achieving a vibrant effect. The lower, serrnted 

er1;*es were first .:tcl-,e(4 in cadmium red, light, with strokes 

,41-roxirctely 1 :ncl, 1/P to 3/8 inch wide and spaced 

'ig. 17 
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:.1I,roximhtely the E,11;e -istence all rt. This hatching was 

directed from the ucper left to the lower right. 

cver this, running liegomilly from the uprer rLtt to 

the lower left, n second series of hatching of the s-me weight 

(painted with the same round sPible brush) was placed in a mid- 

dle deep tone of cobalt blue. -ot too much attention wee paid 

to confining the cross Tirtchim,r exactly to the serrated out- 

line of arcs. There alternnting and crossing stripes of 

color rroeucee a Trey e°fect which '!,,s nt the same time lively. 

`Ale surrounding beckiround areas were now painted, using 

r, flat sable brush 3/4 inch wide. 7trokes the width of the 

brush and in lengths vrrying with the requirements of the de- 

sign, we-e laid one using color lightly but freely blended on 

the pnlette. This mixing of color or the surface of the wall 

(in a mmner samewhnt similar to the blending of color on the 

paper in watercolor) gave to there strokes the same effects 

of vibrancy which occur in the dr-rker rnsstu'es where under- 

p-,intince is emrloyee. There pnrnllel strokes were carried 

dour irtn the areas 11/10.1 brif1 hc.er cross hatched as underpaint- 

irt: for the dark green arrm 

ith the flt snble brush well charged with color, the 

dark green areas were then carefully painted, this time stmy- 

ing more closely to the incised guide outline. In eh ruing 

the brush, it wrs filled with with writer nnd then swirled in 

the Fthnlocyfmine '''reen, then in the 'tirnt Ymber (or Yellow 

(cher, or !urnt rlennn or, perhaps, Cobnit "glue) ,Tter which 

it wns transferred to the plaster. ro nttemrt was rrl-'e to r1hC 
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the pigments any more than that which would normally result 

from the motion of the brush in picking up the second color 

or the third color. In this way the mixing of the colors 

also occurred on the surface of the plaster giving a richer 

and more brilliant effect. 

Local accents of deeper color were finally added with 

a round sable brush to complete the painting. No painting 

or strenghtening of highlights was done, the watercolor pro- 

cedure of using the white of the ground for highlights being 

followed. It was felt that this tended to preserve the plane 

of the wall to a greater degree than would be the case if a 

greater range of modeling values had been employed. Also, 

the white of the plaster ground is as brilliant as any sub- 

sequent application could be. 

Use of the plaster ground as the white of highlights or 

for producing light color values has technical advantages for 

the painter in addition to those relating to the clarity and 

brilliance of the color. By working in this way, the differ- 

ences in color and value which exist between the wet and dry 

states of the pigments are minimized and the artist is able to 

proceed with his work with more assurance as to the harmonious 

color and value relationships of the finished work. 

'Men lime putty (the best white pigment for use in fresco) 

is mixed with other colors, the combination is generally much 

deeper in tone when wet than when the lime has set and dried. 

If not carefully and properly allowed for in the application of 

the color to the fresco, the result upon drying of the plaster 

can easily be disastrous to the over-all harmony of the design. 



CONCLUSION 

Fresco Fainting, with its clenr, clean color, is well 

suited to or adaptable to the reraiirements of modern build- 

ings. 7o other medium possesses the r, 'e combinntion of high 

luminosity and nenrly complete absence of surface sheen. This 

quality is of tremendous importnrce in view of the large rA-em- 

of gl$-.ss so regl:lar17 employer' it every type of building erect- 

today. This floc-1 of li17t, 1-.Yrcing anr1 glittering from 

reflective surfnces, such +ore of oil pointing or mosaic, 

imrrirs te nrtistic composition and degrades its colors and 

is t7enuinely irritating to occurants of the room. In the 

fresco (.!escribed in this raper, the strong, oblique light 

fr.11ing on it would hF,ye made arty other surface tl4eil 1 dead 

matte one of d-ubtfill value. 

:*any okiections to the use of fresco which have been 

made in the pact hive been invalidated by process in materi- 

Fls mnnufacture qnd in building construction. 'letter control 

of the processes of manufacturing All of the materials of 

fresco has removed many of the uncertainties which heretofore 

have surrounded the final outcome of the painting. Improve- 

ments in construction, changes in the types of fuels and in 

the methods of burning them, have so altered the atmosphere 

within modern buildings that many of the fresco destroying 

conditions no longer exist. 

The technical demands on the artist working in fresco, 

although different in mr.ny respoctc, nre no :Tenter tl:nn 

those imposed by Fny of the re,lip of -rtistic exrression. 
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The greatest single restriction imposed on the painter by the 

nature of fresco is not really a restriction in the truest 

sense. 'he relmtivelv limited time availble for working on 

the plaster, as contrasted to the endless (Lys in which =-T2 

oil painting can be worked and reworked, merely insuies th;1. 

the printer must have m;:de pr,,Actically all of the artistic 

decisions of -Ills design before he begins to paint. 'resco 

hermits of little in the way of "ad lib" performances. 

Yemoval of the aura of mystery from the processes of 

fresco painting and discard of the heroic role so long as- 

signed to it should do such to encourage a greater use of 

this berutifbl medlur. of ')rti:Itic expression. 
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Table 1. Painting qual_ty and other character- 
istics of thirty e*erLmental plaster panels. 

7,10 

preRLCSs 
CLASP 



Panel s 

1 2 hydrated lime 
1 gauging plaster 

Table 1. Painting quality and other characteristics of thirty experimental plaster panels 
410 0 

Ingredients Surface Shrinkage Paintability Color Quality 
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Water Resistance 

2 4 lime putty 

1 gauging plaster 

3 . pure lime putty 

5 

1 lime putty 

1 lime putty 

6,7,8 3 hydrated lime 
1 gauging plaster 

9 

10 

11 

3 lime putty 
1 gaugirg plaster 

lime putty 

1 gauging plaster 

3 limestone dust 

3 Blue River sand 

1 Blue River sand 

1 lime putty 4 Ottawa sand 

3 hydrated lime 
1 gauging plaster 

12 1 hydrated lime 2 Ottawa sand 

1 whit* portland lime wash 

13 2 hydrated lime 2 Ottawa sand 
1 white portland lime wash 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

3 hydrated lime 2 Ottawa sand 
1 white portland limo wash 

1 lime putty 2 Ottawa sand 
2 gauging plaster 1 perlite 

3 lime putty 3 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 3 Perlite 

3 lime putty 4 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 

2 lime putty 2 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 2 Perlite 

3 lime putty 6 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 

3 lime putty 3 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 6 Perlite 

3 has putty 5 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 2 1/2 Perlite 
1 hydrated lime 

3 lime putty 3 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 3 Perlite 

2 lime putty 2 Ottawa sand 
1 gauging plaster 1 Perlite 

3 lime putty 3 Perlite 
1 gauging plaster 

2 lime putty 
2 white portland 

2 lime putty 
1 white portland 

27 1 white portland 
lime wash 

28 1 white portland 

29 1 lime putty 

1 saugtig plaster 

30 3 lime putty 
1 gauging plaster 

3 Perlite 

3 Perlite 

2 Ottawa sand 

3 Perlite 

1 Perlite 

6 perlite 

hard, smooth 

hard, smooth 

hard, smooth 

moderately hard, 
smooth 

soft, smooth 

hard, smooth, 
very white 

s 

excessive, 

scaled from 
panel 

many cracks 

fair 

fair 

good 

somewhat dull 

good clear, bright, luminous 

fair, sensitive to 
water in brush 

good 

absorptive 

hard, smooth fair 

hard, slightly rough good, takes color 
evenly 

hard, eggshell finish excellent 
very white 

hard, sandy good 

hard, smooth some oraoks good 

hard, smooth many cracks good 

hard, moderately very good 
smooth 

hard, sandy good 

hard, smooth good 

hard, rough 

hard, smooth some crooks 

hard, rough some oraoks 

hard, sandy 

hard, smooth 

hard, sandy 

hard, rough 

hard, moderately 
smooth 

hard, rough 

moderately hard, 
smooth 

hard, smooth 

hard, moderately 

smooth 

hard, smooth 

many oraoks 

good 

good 

stayed wet too long 

good 

good 

dull, grey tone 

clear, somewhat greyed 

dark tones muddy 

fair 

luminous, slightly 
off-white 

brilliantly luminous, 
dark colors clear 

good 

luminous 

good 

luminous 

slightly dull 

luminous 

good 

good 

slightly lightened tones 

good 

good 

good, held moisture good 
well 

good, held moisture 

gooA, held moisture 

good, held moisture 

fair 

fair 

good 

good, held moisture 
well 

good 

good 

very good 

dull 

dull 

bright 

good 

poor 

adequate 

good 

adequate 

adequate 

poor 

adequate 

adequate 

good 

poor 

poor 

poor 

adequate 

adequate 

good 

good 

good 

poor 

adequate 

adequate 

good 

good 

adequate 

good 

good 

partial 

good 

good 
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:resco painting, although an historically important 

decorative medium:, has fallen into comparative disuse in 

modern times partly because the aura of mystery and diffi- 

culty which surrounds the practise of the art has discourged 

rags painters from using it. 

True fresco painting is a method in which piments zre 

incorporated in the surface of freshly prepared 'T-:(1 s;.rencl 

lime rinater. 'he planter hardens by losing moisture and by 

absorbing carbon dioxide from the air. In this process the 

plaster becomes a mass of calcium carbonate crystals which 

bind the pigment particles firmly and insolubly to the wall. 

Although the range of pigments which can be employed is limit- 

ed to those whirl', c'ti withstand the highly caustic lime, the 

clarity and 1-rilliance obtainable are of a quality which is 

scarcely found with any other Tedium. 

A series of experimental panels using varying propor- 

tions of inredlents was prepared to explore the qurlities 

of -/"IP!1P trsts, in part, preceerled the development 

rd oyecutinn or n design fora specific wall. This proce- 

dure ,:ris considered to he a c!ItIsf7.ctory method by which to 

determine the merits and the difficulties of fresco painting 

for use in modern buildings. 

it W3S felt that many of the difficulties 1-1101-11 in 

earlier times, accompanied the execution of a fresco have been 

removed by improvement, in the manufacture of the raw materi- 

als and by charges in the interior climate of the structure 

in which the fresco is to be placed. 



The eyperi,:erts undertRken with varying proportions of 

lime, pyrsur plaster, sand and other aggregates, show that 

satisfactory results are obtainable with the use of mixtures 

which are in line with rfly,Trt rlaqtar-tra techninues. These 

commonly employ :Typsum plaster (in the ratio of one part to 

three parts) together with the lime plaster. 

The gypsum, which has no power to bind the colors to the 

wall when used alone, did not seem to affect the wqterfastness 

of the painting unless the nroportion of lime hecsme too small. 

Varying proportions of lime and gypsum made little change in 

the clarity And brilliarce of the colors. 

Color clarity was, however, affected by the choice of 

aggregPte. Those aggregates hRyinv little or no color such as 

"Ottawa sand" or "perlite" produced a more sparkling result 

than that obtained by the use of greyish limestone dust or 

brown coloreA sanM, 

Troup the development of a design ind the eyecution 

of a fresco for a uecific wall it is demonstrated that the 

techniques of painting in wet plaster are not greatly differ- 

ent from those regularly a part of the equipment of every 

artist. Such limitations as nre imposed by the necessity to 

work only in the fresh plaster actually produce a freshness 

which is rsrely obtained in other media. 

The freshness of execution demanded by fresco and the 

clarity of color proAuced by this medium, together with the 

complete lack of surface glare, makes fresco well suited for 

use in modern buildings and worthy of wider employment. 



Recognition that fresco is a mcdium of nrtietic expression no 

more difficult than any other could do much to restore this 

decorrtive procesr to n place in modern painting in mo-lerr. 

Td..M. UR 
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